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Multidimensional femtosecond correlation spectroscopies of electronic and
vibrational excitons
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University of Rochester, P.O. Box 270216, Rochester, New York 14627
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Four two-dimensional~2D! four-wave-mixing techniques that can be used to extract information
about structure and coupling patterns of interacting chromophores are proposed. These techniques
have close conceptual similarities with multiple-pulse NMR spectroscopies. Closed expressions for
the signals are derived by solving the nonlinear exciton equations~NEE! which describe the
dynamics of multiple excitations using the one-exciton Green function and the exciton–exciton
scattering matrix. Possible applications include electronic spectroscopy of aggregates, e.g.,
photosynthetic antenna complexes, and infrared spectroscopy of localized vibrations~e.g., amid
bands in polypeptides!. Model calculations are presented for three-chromophore aggregates.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!01011-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multidimensional coherent spectroscopic techniques
commonly used in multiple-pulse NMR to disentangle co
plex spectra of many interacting spins by spreading th
along several time~or frequency! axes.1,2 The advent of fem-
tosecond laser pulses3–8 has made it possible to apply simila
concepts in the optical regime.9–12 In this article we develop
a theoretical framework for the design and interpretation
such measurements in systems of localized electronic o
brational chromophores whose couplings are small comp
with their transition frequencies. The model applies to t
classes of important systems. First, electronic~visible! exci-
tations in molecular aggregates such asJ aggregates13 or the
photosynthetic reaction center and LH2 anten
complexes,14,15 the Fenna–Matthew–Olson~FMO!,16,17

LHC-II complexes,18,19 and CP29 proteins.20 Linear spec-
troscopy yields a few broadened features that depend on
merous factors: such as intermolecular couplings, exciton
calization, disorder, and coupling to phonons. It
impossible to pinpoint these various factors unambiguou
using the limited information provided by these line shap
A variety of ultrafast nonlinear spectroscopic techniqu
such as pump–probe,21,22photon-echo,23–25hole-burning26,27

applied to these aggregates, resulted in an improved un
standing of the exciton structure and migration.28–31 How-
ever a systematic methodology for extracting structural
formation out of these measurements has not been devel
yet.

The second type of systems are infrared excitations
coupled localized vibrations. For example, vibrational sp
tra of the 1600–1700 cm21 amid I band in proteins and
polypeptides which originate from the stretching motion
the CvO peptide bond~coupled to in-phase N–H bendin
and C–H stretching!.32 This mode has a strong transitio
dipole moment and is clearly distinguishable from other
brational modes of the amino acid side chains. The locali
nature of these modes suggests modeling them as prim
5010021-9606/99/110(11)/5011/18/$15.00
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excitations whereas the other low-frequency protein and
vent modes can be treated as a thermal bath. The trans
dipole moment coupling leads to coherent energy transf33

and to the formation of delocalized vibronic excitations~vi-
brons!, analogous to Frenkel excitons.34 Dependence of the
amid I line position on a particular secondary structure
widely utilized in polypeptide and protein structur
determination.35,36 However, a protein usually folds into
complex three-dimensional structure, which consists of s
eral polypeptide segments forming different types of seco
ary structures.32 This folding results in strong interaction
between remote CO bonds37 which affects the structure o
exciton states and changes the effective dimensionality of
exciton system. Femtosecond IR pump–probe and dyna
hole burning experiments were used recently to investig
the vibrational relaxation and anharmonicity of the amid
vibrations in N-methylacetamide~NMA ! and three small
globular peptides; apamin, scyllatoxin and bovine.38 Strong
coupling to slow vibrational motions leads to exciton loca
ization and self-trapping. Since both effects have a stro
dimensionality dependence, the multidimensional spec
scopic signals should carry detailed information on the p
tein structure.39,12

Optical excitations in both types of systems can be se
rated into manifolds with different numbers of excitons~Fig.
1!.9,34,40 The lowest~single exciton! manifold is accessible
using linear optical techniques~e.g., linear absorption!
whereas the doubly excited~two-exciton! states can be
viewed by third-order spectroscopies.9 Successively higher
manifolds can be probed with higher~e.g., fifth! order tech-
niques. The pattern of multiple excitations provides an
tremely sensitive probe for aggregate structure and the c
nectivity of the various chromophores. Femtoseco
techniques can probe the entire manifolds of states i
single measurement. 2D plots can then reveal the corr
tions between the various chromophore, in complete anal
with multidimensional NMR spectroscopies.1 Vibrational re-
1 © 1999 American Institute of Physics

to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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laxation of polyatomic molecules usually proceeds via w
defined pathways.41 Multidimensional measurements cou
identify these pathways.

Multidimensional spectroscopy of excitons can be a
lyzed using the nonlinear exciton equations~NEE! ~Ref. 42!
which provide a collective oscillator picture for exciton d
namics and the nonlinear response. These equations
been gradually developed over the past few years. Spano
Mukamel first showed how theories based on the local fi
approximation can be extended by adding two-exciton v
ables to properly account for two-exciton resonance43

Other relevant variables have subsequently been identifie44

In their latest form,42 the NEE provide a closed Green fun
tion expression for the optical response that maintain
complete bookkeeping of time ordering. These express
will be used in our theoretical modeling. We demonstr
how the 2D response may be measured and analyzed u
2D plots which display the correlations between the vario
chromophore. In Sec. II, we identify the four possible 2
techniques. Model calculations are presented in Sec. III
our results are finally summarized in Sec. IV. For clarity w
have moved all derivations to the Appendices. The Gr
function expressions for the third-order response function
recasted using the exciton basis in Appendix A. The co
sponding frequency domain susceptibilityx (3) is derived in
Appendix B.45 These results are used in Appendices C an
to calculate the 2D response functions. The final express
used in our numerical simulation are summarized in App
dix E. A perturbative expression for the signal to first ord
in interchromophore couplings is given in Appendix F. T
expressions for the signals and response functions prese
in Appendices A–E avoid the expensive direct calculation
two exciton-states but incorporate their effect through
exciton–exciton scattering matrix.

II. SURVEY AND CLASSIFICATION OF 2D IMPULSIVE
TECHNIQUES

We consider a system ofN interacting chromophores
The mth chromophore has a primary three-level system
notedS0, S1, S2 with energies 0,Vm , andVm8 coupled to a
bath represented by of a continuous distribution of low f
quency modes. The only nonvanishing elements of the dip
operator correspond to the transitions betweenS0→S1 and
S1→S2 , and are denotedmm and mm8 , respectively. This
model can represent a variety of physical systems suc

FIG. 1. Energy level diagram of an aggregate made out ofN two-level
chromophores.ug&, the ground state; the number of one-exciton statesue& is
Ne5N; the number of two-exciton statesu f & is Nf5N(N21)/2.
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electronic transitions in molecular aggregates or vibratio
transitions in polypeptides. We shall describe this syst
using an exciton model. To that end, we introduce
exciton-oscillator operatorsB̂n

† ,

B̂n
†[u1&n n^0u1knu2&n n^1u, ~2.1!

with the commutation relations

@B̂m ,B̂n
†#5dmn@12~22km

2 !B̂m
† B̂m#. ~2.2!

The parameterkm[mm8 /mm is the ratio of the two transition
dipoles. The polarization operator which describes the c
pling to the driving fieldE(t) is then given by

P̂5(
n

mn~B̂n1B̂n
†!. ~2.3!

As explained in Ref. 42, there is a freedom in construct
the exciton variablesB̂n , B̂n

† through the choice ofkm . We
have used this freedom to make the polarization oper
linear in the exciton operators.42,46,47This greatly simplifies
the final Green function expression for the nonlinear
sponse.

The Hamiltonian which describes the optical response
this model can be represented in the form42,46

H5(
mn

hmnB̂m
† B̂n1(

n

gn

2
~B̂n

†!2~B̂n!21Hph2E~ t !P,

~2.4!

where hmn5dmn\Vm1Jmn , with Jmn being the hopping
matrix andgn[2\(Vn8kn

222Vn) is an anharmonicity pa-
rameter. Both the commutation relations@Eq. ~2.2!# and the
Hamiltonian contain higher order products ofB̂n

† and B̂n .
These higher terms do not contribute to the third order o
cal response and were neglected.Hph represents the phono
~bath! Hamiltonian which describes vibrational degrees
freedom~intramolecular, intermolecular, and solvent! as well
as their coupling to the electronic motions. We shall n
specify the phonon HamiltonianHph, and merely require
that it conserves the number of excitons. We treat the b
through relaxation kernels, completely eliminating the vib
tional modes. The structure of the final expression for
signals in terms of the relaxation kernels is independen
the specific properties of the bath; the latter only affects
microscopic expressions for the relaxation kernels.48 The
Hamiltonian of Eq.~2.4! establishes the quasiparticle pictu
of the optical response. Using this Hamiltonian, we view t
excitons as oscillator, quasiparticle, degrees of freedom~not
merely as states!.

A four-wave mixing experiment involves three applie
electric fields. The total fieldE(r ,t) is given by

E~r ,t !5(
j 51

3

@Ej~ t !exp~ ik j r2 iv j t !

1Ej* ~ t !exp~2 ik j r1 iv j t !#, ~2.5!

where v j , k j , and Ej is the frequency, wave vector, an
envelope of thej th field, respectively. Although the aggre
gate size is typically small compared to the optical wav
length, the sample is larger than the wavelength, and
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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optical signal is subjected to the phase-match
condition.9,49 This implies that the four-wave mixing signa
may only be generated in the directions defined by the w
vectorsks56k16k26k3 .

The heterodyne-detection~time-gated! mode which in-
volves mixing the signal with an additional heterodyne pul
yields the time resolved signal and also maintains the in
mation about its phase.3,6,7,50,51 In femtosecond two-
dimensional~2D! four-wave mixing spectroscopy, two of th
three pulses are time-coincident and only differ by th
wave vector. The system thus interacts once with one p
and twice with a pulse pair. The delay between these
pulses will be denotedt1. The heterodyne field’s delay with
respect to the second pulse will be denotedt2 ~see Fig. 2!.
The heterodyne signal which depends parametrically
these two time intervals is then given by

S~ t2 ,t1!5E
2`

`

dtEh~t!P~3!~r ,t!, ~2.6!

whereEh(t) is the heterodyne field, and

FIG. 2. ~a! Pulse configuration for four wave mixing. The signal is gen
ated in all possible directionsks56k16k26k3. ~b! Pulse sequence an
time variables for techniques~I! and~IV ! where the single pulse comes firs
followed by the pulse pair. The possible values ofks are ~I! ks5k281k2

2k1, ~IV ! ks52k281k21k1. ~c! Pulse sequence and time variables f
techniques~II ! and ~III ! where the pulse pair comes first. The possible v
ues ofks are ~II ! ks52k21k181k1, ~III ! ks5k22k181k1. kh is the wave
vector of the heterodyne field.
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P~3!~r ,t !5E
0

`

dt3E
0

`

dt2E
0

`

dt1R~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!E~r ,t2t3!

3E~r ,t2t32t2!E~r ,t2t32t22t1!. ~2.7!

For our model, the third order nonlinear response funct
R(t3 ,t2 ,t1) can be represented in a form42

R~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!5(
j 51

3

Rc j~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!1Ri~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!. ~2.8!

Closed expressions for the coherent contributionsRc j for j
51,2,3 and the incoherent~sequential! componentRi de-
rived in Ref. 42 are summarized in Appendix A.

Resonant spectroscopy is dominated by contributi
which satisfy the rotating wave approximation~RWA!. All
other terms are highly oscillatory and may be neglected.
the present model, only signals generated in the directi
given byks5k11k22k3 ~with all possible permutations o
1, 2, and 3! survive the RWA.45 We shall distinguish be-
tween two pulse configurations. Either the system intera
first with a single pulse (k1) and then with a pair (k2 ,k28)
@Fig. 2~b!# or first with a pair (k1 ,k18) and then with a single
pulse (k2) @Fig. 2~c!#. Subscripts 1, 2 thus keep track of tim
ordering~pulse 1 comes first, then 2! whereas wave vector
of time-coincident pulses are distinguished by a prime.
considering all possible signals we have identified the f
possible techniques which survive the RWA and differ
the signal’s wave vector.11 ~I! The photon echo~PE! tech-
nique whereks5k281k22k1. The impulsive signal is given
by SI(t2 ,t1)5Rc1(t2,0,t1), where the response functionRc1

is given by Eq.~A6!. ~II ! The reverse photon echo techniqu
~RPE! ks52k21k181k1. This is similar to the photon echo
except that the pulse time ordering is reversed. H
SII(t2 ,t1)5Rc3(t2 ,t1,0) @Eq. ~A8!#. ~III ! The transient grat-
ing technique~TG!, whereks5k22k181k1. This is given by
SIII (t2 ,t1)5Rc1(t2 ,t1,0)1Ri(t2 ,t1,0) @Eqs. ~A6! and
~A10!#. ~IV ! The reverse transient grating~RTG! ks52k28
1k21k1. This is similar to the TG except that the pulse tim
ordering has been reversed andSIV(t2 ,t1)5Rc2(t2,0,t1) @Eq.
~A7!#. For techniques~I! and~IV ! the system interacts twice
with the second pulse@Fig. 2~b!# whereas for techniques~II !
and~III ! a double interaction occurs with the first pulse@Fig.
2~c!#. Each technique is related to specific Liouville spa
pathways characterizing the evolution of the system’s d
sity matrix9 and therefore tests different ultrafast phenome
as will be demonstrated in the next section.

At this point we should comment on the relations b
tween the various 2D signals and the four contributions
the response functionRc1, Rc2, Rc3, andRi . Strictly speak-
ing, optical measurements may not be carried out in the fu
impulsive mode since pulse durations are always long co
pared to the inverse optical frequencies. Instead we cons
quasi-impulsive techniques whereby the pulses are s
compared to the inverse exciton bandwidth and depha
times, and their carrier frequencies are resonant with the
tical transitions within the pulse spectral width. Under the
conditions we may observe electronic and vibrational exci
dephasing in real time. In contrast to the purely impuls
limit, quasi-impulsive signals have additional fast optica
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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frequency oscillations. However, as shown in Appendix
these oscillations can be compensated by varying the rela
phases of the pulses with the time delays. The signals
then directly related to the response functions, as indica
above. Since the resonant pulses are long compared with
optical transitions, only the RWA terms survive. Therefo
the signals for the four techniques are expressed in term
specific contributions toR rather than the total respons
function itself. In Appendix A we present closed expressio
for the time-domain response function. In Appendix B w
obtain the corresponding expressions for the frequen
domain susceptibility by Fourier transforming the expre
sions of Appendix A. Expressions for the 2D signals in ter
of pulse shapes, time delays and relative phases are de
in Appendix C. Finally in Appendix D we obtain simplifie
expressions for the signals when the pulses are short c
pared to the exciton bandwidth and dephasing time. We
choose the relative phases of the pulses to compensate
oscillations of the signals with the optical frequencies. T
signals can then be related directly to specific contributi
to the time-domain response function.

A double Fourier transform of the signalS(t2 ,t1) @Eq.
~2.6# with respect tot2 and t1 yields

Sj~V2 ,V1!5E
0

`

dt2E
0

`

dt1exp~ iV2t21 iV1t1!Sj~ t2 ,t1!.

~2.9!

This form is particularly useful for displaying structural in
formation, in complete analogy with 2D NMR techniques1

In the following calculations we neglect the sequent
contributionRi ~settingḠ50 in Eq.~A10!! and focus on the
coherent contributions Eqs.~A6!–~A8!. The incoherent term
contributes only to the transient grating technique~III ! when
the time delay (t1) is comparable with the exciton transpo
time scale. The following calculations thus apply to tec
niques I, II, and IV at all times and neglect the long tim
component of III. This should be the subject of a separ
study. We further limit our calculations to impulsive excit
tions whereby the pulses are short compared with the dif
ences of chromophore frequencies. In this limit the only r
of the pulses is the control of the time delayst1 and t2 and
the precise shapes of the exciting and the heterodyne pu
do not affect the signal~apart from an overall scaling factor!.
Upon the substitution of Eq.~B8! into Eq. ~C9!, the impul-
sive signal adopts the form

Sj~ t2 ,t1!5uFu4exp@ i f j~ t2 ,t1!#
1

~2p!3E dvaE dvbE dvc

3 (
nm1m2m3

(
n8n9

mnmm1
mm2

mm3
Gn8m1

~va!

3Gn8m2
~vb!Gm3n9

†
~vc!Gnn9~va1vb2vc!

3Ḡn9n8~va1vb!

3exp@ ig j~ t2 ,t1 ;va ,vb ,vc!#, ~2.10!

where j 5I,II,III,IV labels the technique. The single excito
Green functionG(v) and the exciton–exciton scattering m
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trix Ḡ(v) are given in Appendix A. The functionsf j andgj

are defined in Appendix C@Eqs.~C10! and~C11!#. F denotes
the area of the pulse envelope@Eq. ~C8!#. Final closed ex-
pressions@Eq. ~2.9!# for all techniques are given in Appendi
E. When the couplingJmn between chromophores is suffi
ciently weak, it is possible to expand the signal perturb
tively in this coupling. The resulting expressions to first o
der in Jmn , which will be helpful in the analysis of thes
signals, are given in Appendix F.

III. MODEL CALCULATIONS

To demonstrate how multidimensional spectrosco
works, we applied our results to a model three-chromopho
system labeledA, B, andC. For simplicity, we assume tha
each chromophore has only two levels~settingkn50). This
is justified when the third level is well separated from
states of two singly excited chromophores. The correspo
ing transition frequencies areVA , VB , andVC ; transition

FIG. 3. ~Left column! Signals for three uncoupled chromophoresA,B,C
with VA51, VB51.1, VC51.3 and transition dipole momentsmA51,mB

51.2,mC51.1. ~Right column! Signals for three coupled chromophore
VA51.02, VB51.11, VC51.28, JAB520.023, JBC520.037, JAC

50.066, andmA5mB5mC51. The dephasing rateG50.004 for both mod-
els. These two systems have exactly the same linear absorption~a!. Panel
~b!, reverse echo 2D spectrum. Panels~c! and ~d!, photon echo; panels~e!
and~f!, transient grating; panels~g! and~h!, reverse transient grating. Com
paring the right and left columns shows the signatures of intermolec
couplings.
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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dipole momentsmA , mB , andmC ; and intermolecular cou
plings JAB , JBC , andJCA . We further assume a simple ex
citon dephasing matrix~induced by the phonon bath! where
all excitons have the same dephasing rateG ~see discussion
following Eq. ~A1!!. In all figures we shall give frequencie
V j , couplingsJ andG in units of the lowest transition fre
quencyVA . All dipoles are given in units ofmA .

The linear absorption alone does not reveal the coup
pattern between chromophores. This is illustrated by the
lowing two models. In the first the chromophores are tota
decoupled Jmn50, VA51, VB51.1, VC51.3 and mA

51,mB51.2,mC51.1. In the second model, we setVA

51.02, VB51.11, VC51.28, JAB520.023,JBC520.037,
JAC50.066, and mA5mB5mC51. In both models G
50.004. These two models have precisely the same abs
tion spectrum shown in Fig. 3~a!. The 2D spectra are how
ever completely different. In the left column in Fig. 3, w
display uS(V2 ,V1)u for the first ~no-coupling! model. Only
diagonal peaks at the individual chromophore frequenc
show up. We introduce the notation (V i ,V j ) to identify the
peaks in the 2D plot. The photon echo shown in panel~c! has
diagonal peaks at (2VA ,VA), (2VB ,VB), (2VC ,VC). In
panel~e! ~transient grating!, the peaks are at (0,VA), (0,VB),
and (0,VC) whereas for the reverse transient-grating@panel
~g!# the peaks are at (VA ,VA), (VB ,VB), and (VC ,VC).
Technique II~reverse photon echo! is not shown since the
signal vanishes for this model~this will be explained later!.
In the right column, we display the 2D spectra for the seco
model where coupling has been added. Panel~b! gives the
reverse photon echo. Starting from the second row, we
play the 2D spectrum for each technique next to its dec
pled model spectrum in the left column. Panel~d! is the
photon echo. Apart from the diagonal peaks shown in~c!, we
observe additional off-diagonal cross peaks, such
(VA ,VB)(VA ,VC), etc. Panels~f! and ~h! which represent
the techniques III~TG! and IV ~RTG! show cross peaks a
well. A detailed study of these cross peaks will be given

FIG. 4. 3D plot of the resonant four-wave mixing spectra of a 3 chro-
mophore model aggregate.~a! No intermolecular coupling. The signal i
diagonal ~no cross-peaks!. ~b! With intermolecular coupling.~a! and ~b!
corresponds to Figs. 3~c! and 3~d!, respectively.
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the following figures. At this point suffice it to note that th
2D spectra are capable to distinguish between different c
pling patterns even when the linear absorption is identic
This is why 2D spectroscopies constitute such a powe
structural tool. The intensities of the off-diagonal peaks ca
information on the magnitudes of intermolecular coupling
while the peak widths represent electronic dephasing. A
display of the photon echo spectra shown in Fig. 3 is given
Fig. 4. The first model@Fig. 3~c!# is shown in Fig. 4~a!,
whereas the second model@Fig. 3~d!# is shown in Fig. 4~b!.

We next turn to an in-depth examination of each tec
nique. To that end we introduce the following three mod
~we use the same dimensionless units introduced in Fig.!.
All models have three chromophores withVA51, VB

51.09, VC51.26, mA5mB5mC51, and G50.004 The
models differ by the interchromophore coupling strengt
Model ~a! has a weak coupling (JAB520.014, JBC

520.014, JAC50.029); model~b!, intermediate coupling
(JAB520.029, JBC520.029, JAC50.058); model ~c!,
strong coupling (JAB520.086,JBC520.086,JAC50.115).
The corresponding linear absorption spectra are displaye
Fig. 5. The relevant states which participate in the third or
response are the ground stateug&, the manifold ofNe[N one
exciton states denoted byue&, and the manifold ofNf

[N(N21)/2 two exciton states denoted byu f & ~see Fig. 1!.
For our 3-chromophore aggregate we haveNe5Nf53.

FIG. 5. Linear absorption of three coupled chromophores withVA51,
VB51.09, VC51.26, andmA5mB5mC51. Model ~a!, weak coupling
JAB520.014,JBC520.014,JAC50.029; model~b!, intermediate coupling
JAB520.029,JBC520.029,JAC50.058; model~c!, strong couplingJAB

520.086,JBC520.086,JAC50.115. The dephasing rateG50.004 for all
three models.
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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However for larger aggregatesNf is much larger thanNe .
Figure 6 shows the photon-echo technique. The co

sponding double-sided Feynman diagrams are~i! and ~ii !.
The Liouville space pathway represented by~i! only includes
one-exciton states while~ii ! involves the contribution of two-
exciton states as well. During thet1 period, the system is a

FIG. 6. Photon echo technique for the models used in Fig. 5.~Top! Double-
sided Feynman-diagrams.~i! Without two-exciton resonances;~ii ! with two-
exciton resonances.~a! weak coupling;~b! intermediate coupling;~c! strong
coupling.
Downloaded 07 Mar 2001 to 128.151.176.185. Redistribution subject 
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the electronic coherencerge . The Fourier transform with
respect tot1 gives Ne peaks at negative frequencies whic
correspond to the individual excitons. After the double int
action with the second pulse the system is either atre8g ~i! or
at r f e ~ii !. If the chromophores are uncoupled, the contrib
tions from these two diagrams exactly cancel so that o
diagonal peaks appear in the 2D spectrum@Fig. 3~c!#. This is
no longer the case once the coupling is switched on. T
corresponding resonances can be at all single chromop
frequencies~i! and frequency differences of each one-excit
state to all two-exciton states~ii !. The maximum number of
V2 peaks for eachV1 is Ne1Nf which is six for our model.
In practice the number of peaks is considerably smaller
weak coupling since the one exciton energies and the en
differences between one- and two-exciton states are v
close, and some peaks may not be resolved. In addition,
to the different coupling patterns, some cross peaks may
too weak to be observed. Equations~F5!–~F7! imply that to
first order in intermolecular couplingJ, the peaks will appear
only at the individual chromophore frequencies, as is clea
shown in Fig. 6~a!. By increasing the coupling to intermed
ate strength~Fig. 6~b!!, we observe three additional peak
corresponding to the frequency combinations (2VA ,VB

1VC2VA), (2VB ,VC1VA2VB), and (2VC ,VA1VB

2VC) which appear in higher orders inJ ~some peaks are
magnified, as indicated, to make them visible!. For strong
coupling @Fig. 6~c!#, we see that several original peaks sp
into two, reflecting strong exciton effects which result in
frequency shift. All six possible peaks for eachV1 are now
resolved.

The calculations for Technique II~RPE! are displayed in
Fig. 7. The double-sided Feynman diagrams are~iii ! and~iv!.
The system directly goes to the two-exciton manifold af
interacting twice with the first pulse and the density matrix
r f g during t1. In the uncoupled case, the signal is represen
by the sum of single chromophore contributions. Therefo
it must vanish since our two-level chromophores have
two-exciton states.52,53This cancelation makes this techniqu
particularly suitable for structure determination since the
tire signal is induced by the coupling. Along theV1 axis,
the Nf peaks are located at the two-exciton energies. T
possible number of peaks along theV2 axis is 2Ne , where
Ne comes from the transitions between the ground and
exciton states~iii ! and the otherNe stands for the energy
difference between each two-exciton state andNe one-
exciton states~iv!. The corresponding calculations for wea
~a!, intermediate~b!, and strong~c! coupling are displayed
The peaks for weak and intermediate cases can be assi
using single chromophore frequencies. The peaks in Fig.~a!
are (VA1VB ,VA), (VA1VB ,VB), (VA1VC ,VA), (VA

1VC ,VB), (VA1VC ,VC), (VB1VC ,VB), (VB

1VC ,VC). In contrast to the PE, the strongest off-diagon
peaks now involve linear combinations of chromophore f
quencies alongV1 . This is clearly seen using the perturb
tive expressions@Eqs. ~F8!–~F10!#. Apart from the indi-
vidual chromophore frequencies alongV2, three additional
peaks of frequency combinations which appear in higher
ders inJ show up for intermediate coupling Fig. 7~b!. These
are (VA1VB ,VA1VB2VC), (VA1VC ,VA1VC2VB),
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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(VB1VC ,VB1VC2VA). Figure 7~c! shows the strong
coupling case where all 6 (2Ne) possible peaks are seen.

The third technique~TG! detects the signal in thek2

1k182k1 direction. The double interaction with the firs
pulse creates populations and interexciton coherences in
excited state, and the relevant Feynman diagrams are~v! and

FIG. 7. Reverse photon echo for the models used in Fig. 5.~Top! Double-
sided Feynman-diagrams. Both~iii ! and ~iv! involves two-exciton reso-
nances.~a! Weak coupling;~b! intermediate coupling;~c! strong coupling.
Downloaded 07 Mar 2001 to 128.151.176.185. Redistribution subject 
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~vi!. After the first pulse, the system is in the one-excit
density-matrixre8e . The Ne(Ne21)11 peaks inV1 will
appear at energy differences between one-exciton state
the second pulse brings theue& state down to the ground stat
~v!, only theVe8 frequency will show up during thet2 period.
If the second pulse bringsue8& up to a two-exciton stateu f &

FIG. 8. Transient grating for the models used in Fig. 5.~Top! Double-sided
Feynman-diagrams.~v! without two-exciton resonances;~vi! with two-
exciton resonances.~a! Weak coupling;~b! intermediate coupling;~c! strong
coupling.
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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~vi!, all possible frequency differences betweenue& and two-
exciton states will appear. The maximum number of pe
along theV2 axis is Ne(11Nf) for V150 and 11Nf for
V1Þ0, where 1 comes from the ground to one-exciton st
transition ~v!. For our model, we have maximum 12 pea
for V150 and 4 forV1Þ0. Figures 8~a!, 8~b!, and 8~c!

FIG. 9. Reverse transient grating for the models used in Fig. 5.~Top!
Double-sided Feynman-diagrams.~vii ! Without two-exciton resonances
~viii ! with two-exciton resonances.~a! Weak coupling;~b! intermediate cou-
pling; ~c! strong coupling.
Downloaded 07 Mar 2001 to 128.151.176.185. Redistribution subject 
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te

represent the weak, intermediate, and strong coupling.
the weak coupling Fig. 8~a!, only a few cross peaks appea
The main intensity is at the position of the uncoupled ch
mophores@Fig. 3~e!#. With increasing the coupling Fig. 8~b!,
additional cross peaks show up at individual chromoph
frequencies as well as their combinations, such as (VA

2VC ,VA2VC1VB), (VC2VA ,VC2VA1VB). With our
parameters, we have three one-exciton energies 0.98, 1
and 1.28. The peak positions alongV1 are at the correspond
ing differences60.1,60.2, and60.3 @see Fig. 8~b!#. Figure
8~c! represents strong coupling, where peaks split, reflec
strong two-exciton effects.

Figure 9 displays the fourth technique~RTG!. The two
Feynman diagrams for this technique are~vii ! and ~viii !.
During t1, the system is atre8g . Along V1, the Ne peaks
appear at positive frequencies. After interacting with the s
ond pulse twice, the density matrix can be eitherreg ~vii ! or
r f e ~viii !. The maximum number of peaks for eachV1 is
Ne1(Ne•Nf), which is 12 forN53. Calculations for weak,
intermediate, and strong coupling are displayed in Figs. 9~a!,
9~b!, and 9~c!. The spectra for this technique are very simil
to the PE~Fig. 6! except that all peaks alongV1 now appear
at positive frequencies.

Comparing the different techniques, we find that th
have some common features. For both the PE and R
peaks alongV1 only appear at the three individual excito
frequencies. For weak coupling, we haveNe strong diagonal
peaks located at (6VA ,VA),(6VB ,VB)(6VC ,VC), and
additional cross peaks, described by perturbative expres
@Eqs. ~F5!–~F7!# and Eqs.@F14!–~F16!#. For intermediate
coupling, we obtain additional peaks resulting from intera
tion of one- and two-exciton states~frequency combinations
of individual chromophore!. A simple qualitative argumen
may explain the origin of these combination peaks~com-
pared with the diagonal and cross peaks from the pertu
tive expression!. Since the coupling is not strong, we can st
assume that two-exciton states represent approximately
singly excited chromophores. In this case, if we first exc
moleculeA using technique I~PE!, we could obtain one ad
ditional peak (2VA ,VB1VC2VA) @see Fig. 6~b!#,
whereas if we use technique IV~RTG!, we could obtain two
additional peaks (VA ,VA6(VB2VC) @Fig. 9~b!#. The sec-
ond technique~RPE! differs from PE and RTG since theV1

peaks appear at two-exciton energies. We assume tha
double interaction with the first pulse excites the two-excit
stateVA1VB . The second pulse gives one extra peak
(VA1VB ,VA1VB2VC) @Fig. 7~b!#. Transient grating
~TG! is very different from the other three techniques, b
cause it creates an exciton population after the interac
with the first pair of pulses. Using the same argument,
V15VB2VA , the combination peak alongV2 is at (VB

2VA ,VC1VB2VA), whereas forV152(VB2VA), the
peak is at (2(VB2VA),VC2(VB2VA)). This explains
why the peaks alongV2 for positive V1 appear at higher
frequencies compared with negativeV1 ~see Fig. 8!.

With increasing coupling strength, exciton effects st
to dominate the signal. This is clearly shown in Figs. 6, 7,
and 9. For strong coupling, we observe many additio
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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peaks reflecting the two exciton interactions. All possib
peaks may then be resolved.

When the distances between chromophores are s
ciently large so that the intermolecular coupling consta
Jmn are smaller than the homogeneous absorption linewi
the coupling constants which contain the information on
aggregate structure can be determined directly by exami
the cross-peak intensities. It is interesting to note that te
nique II ~RPE! shows no diagonal peaks, which reflects t
absence of doubly excited states on a single chromophor
the present two-level model. In this case, one can easily
tain Jmn from the cross peak intensities. For strong interm
lecular coupling~J is of the order of the differences betwee
the chromophore transition frequencies! excitonic effects be-
come dominant. The perturbative expansion inJ no longer
holds and the peak positions are shifted. The information
the magnitude ofJ is now contained in both the peak pos
tions and intensities, and is not as easy to extract as in
weak coupling limit.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper we have proposed new two-dimensio
femtosecond resonant spectroscopic techniques which
the capacity to probe directly the excitonic couplings amo
chromophores. Our calculations illustrate how 2D tec
niques, unlike conventional 1D measurements, provide in
mation on intermolecular coupling constants, which co
fully characterize the system. By inverting the signals
should become possible to extract detailed structural in
mation, in complete analogy with 2D NMR spectroscopi
These techniques should be most valuable for electronic
citations of aggregates as well as for infrared studies of
brational excitons.37,38

Our calculations are based on a closed form expres
for the third-order nonlinear response derived by solving
nonlinear exciton equations~NEE!. This procedure avoids
the expensive explicit calculation of two exciton stat
~which is the bottleneck in such calculations! and instead
incorporates their effects through a scattering matrix.
identified four heterodyne techniques that differ by the pu
sequence and the direction of observation, and systemati
varied the coupling strengths and patterns. The interpreta
of the signals is particularly simple whenJ!G, G being the
electronic homogeneous dephasing rate, since in this
proach the strong cancelations of terms which complicate
more conventional sum-over-states~SOS! expressions9 are
automatically built in. Expansion of Eq.~F4! in powers ofJ
shows that forJ50 the signalS(V2 ,V1) is given by the
sum of contributions from individual chromophores an
therefore, is represented by a set of diagonal peaks locat
V256V1; peak positions reflect the chromophore transit
frequencies whereas their widths represent the magnitud
G. To first-order inJ, the signal is represented by a series
new off-diagonal peaks. TheV2, V1 coordinates of a peak
centers correspond to the transition frequencies of diffe
chromophores. The intensities of these off-diagonal pe
reflect the intermolecular coupling constants. To second
der in J, new cross peaks whose positions involve line
Downloaded 07 Mar 2001 to 128.151.176.185. Redistribution subject 
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combinations of the chromophore frequencies appear
well.

The present study could be extended in various dir
tions. Our calculations used a model trimer aggregate w
relatively large transition frequency differences betwe
chromophores~2000–4000 cm21 for transition frequencies
in the visible range!. This corresponds to aggregates form
by chemically different chromophores. Our calculatio
clearly illustrate the capacity of femtosecond optical tec
niques to study such aggregates. Many interesting syst
are however made out of chemically identical chromophor
Examples are molecular dimers and trimers, e.g., array
covalently linked porphyrins54,55 which mimic the architec-
tural properties of light harvesting systems as well as
B850 band of the LH2 complex of purple bacteria. In the
systems, differences between the chromophore transition
quencies due to structural heterogenity is typically seve
hundred wave numbers, which is comparable with the hom
geneous dephasing rates. Resolving the various peaks
becomes a more difficult task. Recent calculations11 showed
how a combination of femtosecond 2D techniques may
used to determine all parameters of a homogeneous mol
lar dimer; the coupling constant and the homogeneous
inhomogeneous broadening. Higher dimensional~3D, 4D,
etc.! time-domain techniques should be developed and
plied to study larger homogeneous aggregates with m
than two chromophores.

The expression for the 2D response@Eqs.~A6!–~A8! and
Eq. ~A10!# as well asx (3) @Eq. ~B7!# incorporate the effects
of exciton transport. Our numerical studies however focu
on the coherent terms alone. The incoherent~sequential! con-
tribution Eq. ~A10! which carries useful information abou
exciton relaxation has been neglected. The study of te
niques specifically designed to probe transport is an imp
tant problem for future studies. A transient grating study
exciton transport which incorporates the incoherent contri
tion to the response should be of considerable interes
systematic procedure for extracting the intermolecular c
plings out of the multidimensional spectroscopic data ne
to be developed. For example, the exciton coupling may
ten be given by the dipole–dipole interaction tensor wh
has a well defined dependence on relative orientation
distances of the interacting dipoles. It should then be p
sible to invert the 2D spectrum to obtain the thre
dimensional conformation.

Our calculations were restricted to two-level chr
mophores and the role of additional levels remains to
studied. In our three chromophore modelNe5Nf53. For
larger aggregatesNf@Ne and the two exciton manifold will
become much richer. Additional information may be o
tained by other extensions. For example, one can vary
pulse shapes and phasesw(t2 ,t1) and scan them in addition
to the pulse delays. More detailed mechanisms of homo
neous dephasing and inhomogeneous broadening need
incorporated. Line broadening and finite pulse durations m
complicate the analysis and may wash out some of the in
mation. However, in analogy with NMR, it should be po
sible to design new types of pulse sequences specifically
lored towards overcoming these difficulties.
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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APPENDIX A: THIRD ORDER RESPONSE FUNCTION
IN THE EXCITON REPRESENTATION

The nonlinear response functionR(t3 ,t2 ,t1) in Eq. ~2.7!
can be obtained by solving the nonlinear exciton equation
motions~NEE! @Eqs.~2.25!–~2.28! of Ref. 42#. The resulting
Green function expressions~GFE! for the nonlinear respons
function @Eqs.~3.14!–~3.18! of Ref. 42# can be recast in the
form of Eq. ~2.8!. The response function derived in Ref. 4
has five terms. The first three do not involve the incoher
exciton density matrix relaxation and are therefore refer
to as the coherent contributions. They are expressed in te
of the one-exciton Green functionGmn(t) and the two-
exciton scattering matrixḠmn(v). Eliminating the bath de-
grees of freedom yields the one-exciton green function42,45

Gnn8~ t !5u~ t !@exp~2 i ĥ t2Ĝt !#nn8 , ~A1!

whereĥ is the operator with matrix elementshmn @Eq. ~2.4!#

andĜ is the phonon-induced one-exciton dephasing oper
with matrix elementsGmn . Our primary interest in this ar
ticle is concerned with extracting structural information. W
shall therefore use the simplest model for dephasing and
sume the following form for the dephasing matrixGmn

5Gdmn . The optical response is obtained from that for
system without a bath by adding phonomenological damp
with the rateG. This considerably simplifies the final expre
sions for the signals, yet retains all qualitative features of
ultrafast coupled system-bath dynamics.56 The one-exciton
Green function is then given by

Gnn8~ t !5u~ t !(
a

ca~n!ca* ~n8!exp~2 i eat2Gt !, ~A2!

whereca(n) are the eigenvectors of the one-exciton Ham
tonianhmn with the eigenvaluesea . The two-exciton Green
function is calculated through theN3N scattering matrixG̃
~Refs. 42,46,57!, which has the following form in the fre
quency domain:

Ḡmn~v!5@F~v!#mn
21@~\v1gn!kn

222\v#, ~A3!

with

F~v!5dmnkm
2 2@~\v1gn!kn

222\v#Gmn~v!, ~A4!

and the zero-order two-exciton Green function is given b

Gmn~v![E
2`

` dv8

2p i
Gmn~v8!Gmn~v2v8!. ~A5!
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Upon the substitution of Eq.~A2! in Eqs.~4.14!–~4.18!
of Ref. 42 and carrying out the integral oft8 and t9, we
recast these terms in the exciton basis set

Rc1~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!

5 i 3 (
a1a2a3a4

ma4
ma3

ma2
* ma1

*
1

2pE2`

`

dv8

Ḡa4a3 ,a1a2
~v8!exp~ i ea3

t12Gt1!

3exp@2 i ~ea1
2ea3

!t222Gt2#

3
exp@2 i ~v82ea3

!t32Gt3#

~v82ea1
2ea2

12iG!~v82ea3
2ea4

1 ig0!
, ~A6!

Rc2~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!

5 i 3 (
a1a2a3a4

ma4
ma3

ma2
* ma1

*
1

2pE2`

`

dv8

Ḡa4a3 ,a1a2
~v8!exp~2 i ea2

t12Gt1!

3exp@2 i ~ea2
2ea3

!t222Gt2#

3
exp@2 i ~v82ea3

!t32Gt3#

~v82ea1
2ea2

12iG!~v82ea3
2ea4

1 ig0!
, ~A7!

Rc3~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!

5 i 3 (
a1a2a3a4

ma4
ma3

ma2
* ma1

*
1

2pE2`

`

dv8

Ḡa4a3 ,a1a2
~v8!exp~2 i ea1

t12Gt1!exp~2 iv8t2!

3
exp@2 i ~v82ea3

!t32Gt3#2exp~2 i ea4
t32Gt3!

~v82ea1
2ea2

12iG!~v82ea3
2ea4

1 ig0!
.

~A8!

Here

Ḡa4a3 ,a1a2
~v!5(

mn
ca4

* ~m!ca3
* ~m!Ḡmn~v!ca1

~n!ca2
~n!

~A9!

represents the exciton scattering matrix in the exciton b
set.g0 should be smaller than the imaginary parts of all po
of the two-exciton Green function~i.e., ;2G, see Appendix
B!. The expressions for the coherent part ofR @Eqs. ~A6!–
~A8!# can be alternatively derived using simplified NE
equations for one- and two-exciton variables derived in R
46 and adding the dephasing to the one-exciton Green fu
tions Gmn phenomenologically. These equations neglect
effects of exciton transport and, therefore, reproduce the
herent contributions only.

The two remaining~incoherent! contributions are given
by Eqs.~3.17!–~3.18! of Ref. 42 which do involve the exci-
ton transport and can be combined into a single term in
exciton basis
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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Ri~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!

524 (
a1a2a3a4a5a6

ma4
ma5

ma1
* ma2

*
1

~2p!2E2`

`

dv8

E
2`

`

dv9Ḡa3a4 ,a6a2
~v8!Ḡa6a3 ,a1a5

~v9!

3cos~ea1
t1!exp~2Gt1!

3
exp~2 iv9t2!exp@2 i ~v82ea3

!t32Gt3#

~v82ea3
2ea4

1 ig0!~v82v92ea2
2ea3

1 ig0!
.

~A10!

This term depends on the Redfield tensorR̄i j
mn related to the

relaxation of the one-exciton density matrix^B̂n
†B̂m& ~inco-

herent exciton motion!. The latter is described by the irre
ducible partḠmn,kl(t) of the Green function for the Redfiel
equation,58,59

Ḡa6a3 ,a1a5
~v!5(

mn
ca6

* ~m!ca3
* ~m8!

3Ḡmm8,nn8~v!ca1
~n!ca5

~n8!, ~A11!

is the exciton representation of the Green funct
Ḡmm8,nn8(v).

APPENDIX B: THE THIRD ORDER SUSCEPTIBILITY

The third-order optical susceptibility
x (3)~2vs;va,vb,vc) can be derived by Fourier transform
ing the expressions for the time domain response funct
r

b

itl
es
v
r

ili
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given in Appendix A. The Fourier transform is convenient
carried out with respect to the actual interaction times w
the driving field which are denoted~in chronological orders!
t1, t2, and t3. They are connected to the time-interv
varibles of Appendix A byt15t22t1, t25t32t2, t35t
2t3,

P~3!~r ,t !5E
0

t

dt3E
0

t3
dt2E

0

t2
dt1R~ t,t3 ,t2 ,t1!

3E~r ,t3!E~r ,t2!E~r ,t1!, ~B1!

R~ t,t3 ,t2 ,t1!5Rc~ t,t3 ,t2 ,t1!1Ri~ t,t3 ,t2 ,t1!. ~B2!

We start with the coherent contribution@Eqs. ~3.14!–~3.16!
of Ref. 42#. Switching to the actual time representation th
can be combined which yields the coherent part of the
sponse function

Rc~ t;t3 ,t2 ,t1!

5~2 i 3! (
perm

( mnmm1
mm2

mm3
E

2`

`

dt9E
2`

`

dt8

3Gn8m1
~t82t1!Gm8m2

~t82t2!Gm3m9
†

~t92t3!

3Gnn9~ t2t9!Ḡn9m9,n8m8~t92t8!1c.c., ~B3!

where(perm denotes the summation over the permutations
the timest1, t2, andt3. The integrations overt8 andt9 in
Eq. ~B3! run from 2` to ` since the Green functionsG(t)

and the scattering matrixḠ(t) are nonzero fort.0 only.
The two incoherent contributions@Eqs. ~3.17! and ~3.18! of
Ref. 42# can be represented in a form
Ri~ t;t3 ,t2 ,t1!52 (
perm

( mnmm1
mm2

mm3
E

2`

`

dt-E
2`

`

dt9E
2`

`

dt8Gnn9~ t2t9!Gn8m3
~t82t3!Gim9

†
~t92t8!

3Ḡn9m9,n8m8~t92t8!Ḡm8 i ,k j~t82t-!@Gkm1
~t-2t1!dm2 jd~t-2t2!1Gm2 j

† ~t-2t2!dm1kd~t-2t1!#1c.c.

~B4!
pti-
Equations ~B3! and ~B4! are written in the molecula
basis set as opposed to Eqs.~A6!–~A11! which use the
exciton basis set. The Fourier transform is carried out

expressingG(t), Ḡ(t), and Ḡ(t) in Eqs. ~B3! and ~B4! in

terms of their Fourier transformsG(v), Ḡ(v), and Ḡ(v).
Integrations over times can be then performed explic
which yields delta functions of combinations of frequenci
Retaining only those terms which survive the rotating wa
approximation we finally obtain the nonlinea
susceptibility.9,60 In four-wave mixing spectroscopy,P(r ,t)
can be represented using the third-order optical susceptib
x (3)(2vs ;va ,vb ,vc),
y

y
.
e

ty

P~r ,t !5
1

~2p!3E dvaE dvbE dvc exp~2 ivst !

3x~3!~2vs ;va ,vb ,vc!Ē~r ,va!

3 Ē~r ,vb!Ē~r ,vc!, ~B5!

where

Ē~r ,v![E
2`

`

E~r ,t !exp~ ivt !dt, ~B6!

is the driving field in the frequency domain andr denotes the
position of an aggregate whose size is smaller than the o
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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cal wavelength~Latin indicesva , etc. denote fields with no
particular time-ordering!. Equation~B5! is obtained by first
expressing the Fourier transformP(v) of the polarization in
terms ofĒ(v) using thex (3) and then returning to the tim
domain,

x~3!~2vs ;va ,vb ,vc!

5xc
~3!~2vs ;va ,vb ,vc!1x i

~3!~2vs ;va ,vb ,vc!,
~B7!

wherevs5va1vb1vc . The coherent contributionxc
(3) is

given by9,61

xc
~3!~2vs ;va ,vb ,vc!

5
1

3! (
p~va ,vb ,vc!

(
nm1m2m3

(
n8n9

mnmm1
mm2

mm3

3Gn8m1
~va!Gn8m2

~vb!Gm3n9
†

~2vc!

3Gnn9~vs!Ḡn9n8~va1vb!1c.c., ~B8!

and the summationp(va ,vb ,vc) is over all 3!56 permu-
tations of frequenciesva , vb , andvc .

The incoherent contributionx i
(3) adopts the form

x i
~3!~2vs ;va ,vb ,vc!

5
1

3! (
p~va ,vb ,vc!

( mnmm1
mm2

mm3
E

2`

` de

2p
Gnn9~vs!

3Gn8m3
~vb!Gim9

†
~e!Ḡn9m9,n8m8~va1vb1vc2e!

3Ḡm8 i ,k j~va1vc!@Gkm1
~va!dm2 j

1Gm2 j
† ~2vc!dkm1

#1c.c.. ~B9!

Equations~B7!–~B9! can be alternatively derived by using
diagrammatic perturbative expansion in the exciton–pho
coupling followed by a resummation of the leadin
contributions.45

In the RWA only those contributions in Eqs.~B8! and
~B9! survive for which the one-exciton are taken at posit
frequencies which impliesva ,vb.0, vc,0. In particular
this implies that in the RWA only the permutations ofva

andvb are allowed.
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APPENDIX C: THE 2D TIME-DOMAIN RESPONSE

In this Appendix we derive closed expressions for t
2D signals starting with the third-order optical susceptibil
x (3). The time-domain heterodyne detected signal is prop
tional to the polarizationP(t), which is given by Eq.~2.7!.

Introducing the carrier frequency of the pulsesv̄1, v̄2,
v̄3 the envelopesE1(t), E2(t), E8(t) and assuming that the
pulses come at timest52t12t2 and t52t2, the driving
field assumes the form

E~r ,t!5E1~t1t11t2!exp@ ik1r2 i v̄1t1 iw1~ t2 ,t1!#

1E2~t1t2!exp@ ik2r2 i v̄2t1 iw2~ t2 ,t1!#

1E8~t1t8!exp@ ik8r2 i v̄8t1 iw8~ t2 ,t1!#1c.c.,
~C1!

wheret8 adopts the value oft2 or t21t1. t1 andt2 represent
the time intervals in two-dimensional time-domain spectr
copy and w1, w2 represent the phase shifts between
pulses in a phase-locked measurement. The frequency
main Ē(v) representation of the driving field adopts the for

Ē~r ,v!5E1~v2v̄1!exp@ ik1r2 i ~v2v̄1!~ t11t2!

1 iw1~ t2 ,t1!#1E2~v2v̄2!exp@ ik2r2 i ~v2v̄2!

3t21 iw2~ t2 ,t1!#1E8~v2v̄8!exp@ ik8r2 i

3~v2v̄8!t81 iw8~ t2 ,t1!#1c.c., ~C2!

whereE1(v), E2(v), andE8(v) are the Fourier transform
of the envelopes andE8 is the pulse with which the system
interacts twice (E85E18 or E85E28 , depending on the tech
nique!.

We next introduce the heterodyne field, centered att50,

Eh~r ,t!5Eh~t!exp~ ikhr2 i v̄ht!1c.c. ~C3!

The polarization for the four techniques can be found
substituting Eq.~C2! into Eq. ~B5! and keeping the contri-
butions proportional toE28E2E1* , E2* E18E1, E2E18E1* , and
E28E2* E1, respectively. The heterodyne signal is obtain
upon the substitution of the expression for the polarizat
@Eq. ~B5! together with Eq.~C2!# into Eq. ~2.6!. This yields
the following expressions for the signalsSj (t2 ,t1), j
5I,II,III,IV for the four techniques,
SI~ t2 ,t1!5
1

~2p!3E dvaE dvbE dvcx
~3!~2vs ;va ,vb ,2vc!exp@2 i ~va1vb!t21 ivc~ t11t2!#

3E28~va2v̄28!E2~vb2v̄2!E1* ~vc2v̄1!Eh* ~va1vb2vc2v̄h!

3exp@2 i @~w1~ t2 ,t1!2w28~ t2 ,t1!2w2~ t2 ,t1!1~v̄12v̄282v̄2!t21v̄1t1##, ~C4!

SII~ t2 ,t1!5
1

~2p!3E dvaE dvbE dvcx
~3!~2vs ;va ,vb ,2vc!exp@2 i ~va1vb!~ t11t2!1 ivct2#

3E18~va2v̄18!E1~vb2v̄1!E2* ~vc2v̄2!Eh* ~va1vb2vc2v̄h!

3exp@2 i @~w2~ t2 ,t1!2w18~ t2 ,t1!2w1~ t2 ,t1!2~v̄181v̄1!t11~v̄22v̄182v̄1!t2##, ~C5!
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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SIII ~ t2 ,t1!5
1

~2p!3E dvaE dvbE dvcx
~3!~2vs ;va ,vb ,2vc!

3exp@2 i ~va1vb!t21 ivc~ t11t2!2 ivat1#E18~va2v̄18!E2~vb2v̄2!

3E1* ~vc2v̄1!Eh* ~va1vb2vc2v̄h!exp@ i @~w2~ t2 ,t1!1v̄2t2##. ~C6!

SIV~ t2 ,t1!5
1

~2p!3E dvaE dvbE dvcx
~3!~2vs ;va ,vb ,2vc!

3exp@2 i ~va1vb!t22 ivat11 ivct2!]E1~va2v̄1!E28~vb2v̄28!

3E2* ~vc2v̄2!Eh* ~va1vb2vc2v̄h!exp@2 i @2w1~ t2 ,t1!2v̄1t12v̄1t2##. ~C7!
n

im
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ne

-
se
y

-

f

nc-

r-
sti-

a-

l in
ol-

c-

t

Equations~C4!–~C7! constitute the most general expressio
for the heterodyne signal.

These expressions are simplified considerably in the
pulsive limit, whereby all pulses are shorter than the inve
of the chromophore frequency differences and the li
widths. We setv̄15v̄25v̄35v̄, E15E25E35E and as-
sume that the detunings ofv̄ from the chromophore frequen
cies are small compared to the spectral width of the pul
The envelopes in Eqs.~C4!–~C7! are broad in the frequenc
domain and can be set to a constantF which is given by the
envelope area,

F[E
2`

`

dtE~t!. ~C8!

The impulsive signals@Eqs. ~C4!–~C7!# can then be repre
sented in a form

Sj~ t2 ,t1!

5uFu4exp@ i f j~ t2 ,t1!#
1

~2p!3E dvaE dvbE dvc

3x~3!~2vs ;va ,vb ,2vc!

3exp@ ig j~ t2 ,t1 ;va ,vb ,vc!#, ~C9!

with

f I~ t2 ,t1![w28~ t2 ,t1!1w2~ t2 ,t1!2w1~ t2 ,t1!2v̄~ t12t2!,

f II~ t2 ,t1![w18~ t2 ,t1!1w1~ t2 ,t1!2w2~ t2 ,t1!1v̄~2t11t2!,
~C10!

f III ~ t2 ,t1![w2~ t2 ,t1!1v̄t2 ,

f IV~ t2 ,t1![w1~ t2 ,t1!1v̄~ t11t2!,

and

gI~ t2 ,t1 ;va ,vb ,vc![2~va1vb!t21vc~ t11t2!,

gII~ t2 ,t1 ;va ,vb ,vc![2~va1vb!~ t11t2!1vct2 ,

gIII ~ t2 ,t1 ;va ,vb ,vc![2~va1vb!t21vc~ t11t2!2vat1 ,

gIV~ t2 ,t1 ;va ,vb ,vc![2~va1vb!t22vat11vct2 . ~C11!
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Equations~C9!–~C11! give the impulsive signals in terms o
the x (3). In Appendix D we combine them with Eq.~B8! to
express the signal in terms of the one-exciton Green fu
tions.

Our numerical calculations focused on structural info
mation obtained from the coherent contribution only. Sub
tuting Eq. ~B8! into Eq. ~C9! and noting that each of the
permutations in Eq.~B8! gives the same result after integr
tion, finally results in Eq.~2.10!.

APPENDIX D: TIME-DOMAIN 2D SIGNALS
IN THE EXCITON BASIS

In this appendix we express the heterodyne signa
terms of the one-exciton Green function, which has the f
lowing form in the frequency domain:

Gmn~v!5(
a

wa~m!wa* ~n!

v2ea1 iG
, ~D1!

whereea andwa(m) are the exciton energies and wavefun
tions andG is the phenomenological width.

We start with Eq.~2.10! and assumeF51 since the
pulse envelope gives an overall factor in Eq.~2.10!. We also
chose the relative phases of the pulses in a way to gef j

50. Substituting Eq.~D1! into Eq. ~2.10! yields ~for j 51)

SI~ t2 ,t1!5
1

~2p!3E dvE dvaE dvc (
abhn

mambmhmn

3exp@2 ivt21 ivc~ t11t2!#Ḡhn,ab~v!

3
1

va2ea1 iG

1

v2va2eb1 iG

3
1

vc2eh2 iG

1

v2vc2en1 iG
, ~D2!
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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where we have introduced the dipolesma and the exciton
scattering matrix in the exciton representation

ma[(
m

mmwa~m!,

~D3!

Ḡhn,ab~v![(
mn

wh* ~m!wn* ~m!wa~n!wb~n!Ḡmn~v!,

Integrating overv1 andv3 yields

SI~ t2 ,t1!5
1

2p
exp@2G~ t11t2!# (

abhn
mambmhmn

3E dvḠhn,ab~v!
1

v2~ea1eb!12iG

3
1

v2~eh1en!1 ig
@exp@ i eh~ t11t2!2 ivt2#

2exp@2 i en~ t11t2!1 ivt1##. ~D4!

The expression in the r.h.s. of Eq.~D4! is regular atv5eh

1en since the expression in the brackets vanishes atv5eh

1en ; this allows to addig to the resonant factor@v2(eh

1en)#21 and set it tog→0. The sign ofg makes no differ-
ence and can be chosen for convenience. Takingg.0, then
only the first term in the brackets contributes to the integ

Since the poles ofḠ(v) lie at Im(v)'22iG it is conve-
nient to deform the contour of integration to the lower ha
plane with Im(v)52g0 for g0'G, which is accompanied
by adding the contribution from the polev5eh1en2 ig for
g→0. This yieldsSI(t2 ,t1) in the form of two contributions.
The other three techniques can be similarly calculated.
then have

Sj~ t2 ,t1!5Sj
~1!~ t2 ,t1!1Sj

~2!~ t2 ,t1!, ~D5!

with j 5I,II,III,IV. We finally have

SI
~1!~ t2 ,t1!52

i

2
exp@2G~ t11t2!# (

abhn
mambmhmn

3
Ḡhn,ab~eh1en!

eh1en2~ea1eb!12iG
exp@ i ~eht12ent2!#,

~D6!

SI
~2!~ t2 ,t1!

5
1

2p
exp@2G~ t11t2!2g0t2#

3 (
abhn

mambmhmn exp@ i eh~ t11t2!#

3E dv exp~2 ivt2!Ḡhn,ab~v2 ig0!

3
1

v2~ea1eb!1 i ~2G2g0!

1

v2~eh1en!2 ig0
,

~D7!
Downloaded 07 Mar 2001 to 128.151.176.185. Redistribution subject 
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SII
~1!~ t2 ,t1!

52
1

2p
exp~2Gt22g0t1! (

abhn
mambmhmn

3exp~2 i ent2!E dv exp~2 ivt1!Ḡhn,ab~v2 ig0!

3
1

v2~ea1eb!1 i ~2G2g0!

1

v2~eh1en!2 ig0
,

~D8!

SII
~2!~ t2 ,t1!

5
1

2p
exp@2Gt22g0~ t11t2!# (

abhn
mambmhmn

3exp~ i eht2!E dv exp@2 iv~ t11t2!#

3Ḡhn,ab~v2 ig0!

3
1

v2~ea1eb!1 i ~2G2g0!

1

v2~eh1en!2 ig0
,

~D9!

SIII
~1!~ t2 ,t1!52

i

2
exp@2G~ t212t1!# (

abhn
mambmhmn

3
Ḡhn,ab~eh1en!

eh1en2~ea1eb!12iG

3exp@ i ~eh2ea!t12 i ent2#, ~D10!

SIII
~2!~ t2 ,t1!

5
1

2p
exp@2G~ t212t1!2g0t2#

3 (
abhn

mambmhmn exp@ i eht21 i ~eh2ea!t1#

3E dv exp~2 ivt2!Ḡhn,ab~v2 ig0!

3
1

v2~ea1eb!1 i ~2G2g0!

1

v2~eh1en!2 ig0
,

~D11!

SIV
~1!~ t2 ,t1!

52
i

2
exp@2G~ t21t1!# (

abhn
mambmhmn

3
Ḡhn,ab~eh1en!

eh1en2~ea1eb!12iG
exp~2 i eat12 i ent2!,

~D12!
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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SIV
~2!~ t2 ,t1!

5
1

2p
exp@2G~ t21t1!2g0t2# (

abhn
mambmhmn

3exp~ i eht22 i eat1!E dv

3exp~2 ivt2!Ḡhn,ab~v2 ig0!

3
1

v2~ea1eb!1 i ~2G2g0!

1

v2~eh1en!2 ig0
.

~D13!

The signals given by Eqs.~D5!–~D13! can be also ex-
pressed in terms of the contributionsRc j(t3 ,t2 ,t1) @Eqs.
~A6!–~A8!# as outlined in Sec. II. We reiterate that su
simple relations are not obvious from the very beginning a
hold for a special choice of the relative phases of the pu
which yield f j50.

APPENDIX E: FINAL EXPRESSIONS FOR 2D
SIGNALS

In this Appendix we carry out the Fourier transform
@Eq. ~2.9!# to recast the results of Appendix B in the fr
quency domain. For techniques I~PE! we perform a double
Fourier transform of Eqs.~D6! and ~D7!, this gives

SI
~1!~V2 ,V1!5

i

2 (
abhn

mambmhmn

1

V22en1 iG

3
1

V11eh1 iG

Ḡhn,ab~eh1en!

eh1en2~ea1eb!12iG
,

~E1!

SI
~2!~V2 ,V1!

5
1

2p (
abhn

mambmhmn

1

V11eh1 iG

3E dvḠhn,ab~v2 ig0!
1

v2V22eh2 i ~G1g0!

3
1

v2~ea1eb!1 i ~2G2g0!

1

v2~eh1en!2 ig0
.

~E2!

The reverse photon echo technique is obtained b
double Fourier transform of Eqs.~D8! and ~D9!,

SII
~1!~V2 ,V1!

52
1

2p (
abhn

mambmhmn

1

V22en1 iG

3E dvḠhn,ab~v2 ig0!
1

v2V12 ig0

3
1

v2~ea1eb!1 i ~2G2g0!

1

v2~eh1en!2 ig0
,

~E3!
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SII
~2!~V2 ,V1!

52
1

2p (
abhn

mambmhmnE dvḠhn,ab~v2 ig0!

3
1

v2V12 ig0

1

v2V22eh2 i ~G1g0!

3
1

v2~ea1eb!1 i ~2G2g0!

1

v2~eh1en!2 ig0
.

~E4!

The third technique~TG! is obtained from Eqs.~D10!
and ~D11!,

SIII
~1!~V2 ,V1!

5
i

2 (
abhn

mambmhmn

1

V22en1 iG

1

V11eh2ea12iG

3
Ḡhn,ab~eh1en!

eh1en2~ea1eb!12iG
, ~E5!

SIII
~2!~V2 ,V1!

5
1

2p (
abhn

mambmhmn

1

V11eh2ea12iG

3E dvḠhn,ab~v2 ig0!
1

v2V22eh2 i ~G1g0!

3
1

v2~ea1eb!1 i ~2G2g0!

1

v2~eh1en!2 ig0
.

~E6!

Finally, the fourth technique~RTG! is obtained from
Eqs.~D12! and ~D13!,

SIV
~1!~V2 ,V1!5

i

2 (
abhn

mambmhmn

1

V22en1 iG

3
1

V12ea1 iG

Ḡhn,ab~eh1en!

eh1en2~ea1eb!12iG
,

~E7!

SIV
~2!~V2 ,V1!

5
1

2p (
abhn

mambmhmn

1

V12ea1 iG

3E dvḠhn,ab~v2 ig0!
1

v2V22eh2 i ~G1g0!

3
1

v2~ea1eb!1 i ~2G2g0!

1

v2~eh1en!2 ig0
.

~E8!

APPENDIX F: PERTURBATIVE EXPANSION OF 2D
SIGNALS IN EXCITONIC COUPLINGS

When the intermolecular coupling constants are sm
compared with the dephasing rates, the optical susceptib
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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can be expanded in powers ofJ, retaining only the zero- and
first-order terms; the former describe the response of
coupled chromophores, whereas the latter represent
coupling-induced peaks. The perturbative calculations w
carried out for a slightly more general form of the dephas
matrix, where each chromophore has its own dephasing
Gmn5Gndmn ~throughout this paper we assumedGn5G, in-
dependent onn). The desired expansion can be obtained
expanding the Green functionsGmn(v) in the GFE forR(3)

@Eq. ~B8!# ~we recall thatḠmn(v) is expressed in terms o
ob

e
g

in
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one-exciton Green function and does not have first-order
rections inJ!,

Gmn~v!5
1

v2Vm1 iGm
dmn

1
1

v2Vm1 iGm
Jmn

1

v2Vn1 iGn
. ~F1!

Introducing theRn
(3) of a single chromophore
Rn
~3![

v11v222Vn12iGn

~v12Vn1 iGn!~v22Vn1 iGn!~v32Vn2 iGn!~vs2Vn1 iGn!
, ~F2!
Eq. ~B8! then adopts the form

R~3!~2vs ;v1 ,v2 ,2v3!

5(
n

~mn!4Rn
~3!~2vs ;v1 ,v2 ,2v3!

1(
mn

Jmnmm~mn!3Rn
~3!~2vs ;v1 ,v2 ,2v3!

3F 1

v12Vm1 iGm
1

1

v22Vm1 iGm
1

1

vs2Vm1 iGm

1
1

v32Vm2 iGm
G . ~F3!

The impulsive signal for the weak coupling case can be
tained by substituting Eq.~F3! into Eq. ~C9! and can be
represented in the form

Sj~ t2 ,t1!5Sj
~TL!~ t2 ,t1!1DSj~ t2 ,t1!1Sj

~CP!~ t2 ,t1!, ~F4!

whereSj
(TL) represents the signal from uncoupled two-lev

molecules,DSj (t2 ,t1) represents an intermolecular couplin
induced correction toSj

(TL) , whereasSj
(CP)(t2 ,t1) represents

the cross peaks which originate from intermolecular coupl
( j 5I,II,III,IV). A straightforward calculation yields~assum-
ing factorF51 and phasesf j50)

SI
~TL!~ t2 ,t1!5(

n
~mn!4exp@ i en~ t12t2!2Gn~ t11t2!#, ~F5!
-

l

g

DSI~ t2 ,t1!

5 (
mn

mÞn

Jmnmm~mn!3 exp@ i en~ t12t2!2Gn~ t11t2!#

3F 2

en2em1 i ~Gm1Gn!
1

2~en2em!

~en2em!21~Gm1Gn!2G ,

~F6!

SI
~CP!~ t2 ,t1!5 (

mn

mÞn

Jmnmm~mn!3H exp@ i ~ent12emt2!#

3F2exp@2Gnt12~2Gn1Gm!t2#

em2en

1
exp@2Gnt12Gmt2#

em2en1 i ~Gn2Gm!G
1

exp@ i ~emt12ent2!2Gmt12Gnt2#

em2en1 i ~Gm2Gn! J , ~F7!

SII
~TL!~ t2 ,t1!50, ~F8!

DSII~ t2 ,t1!50, ~F9!
SII
~CP!~ t2 ,t1!5 (

mn

mÞn

Jmnmm~mn!3
2

em2en2 i ~Gm1Gn!

3@exp@2 i ~em1en!t12~Gm1Gn!t1#exp@2 i emt22~Gm12Gn!t2#

2exp@2 i ~em1en!t12~Gm1Gn!t1#exp@2 i ent22Gnt2##, ~F10!

SIII
~TL!~ t2 ,t1!5(

n
~mn!4 exp@2 i ent22Gn~ t11t2!#, ~F11!
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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DSIII ~ t2 ,t1!5 (
mn

mÞn

Jmnmm~mn!3exp@22Gnt12 i ~en2 iGn!t2#F 2

en2em1 i ~Gm2Gn!

1
1

en2em1 i ~Gm1Gn!
1

1

en2em1 i ~Gn2Gm!G , ~F12!

SIII
~CP!~ t2 ,t1!5 (

mn

mÞn

Jmnmm~mn!3Fexp$2 i @em2en2 i ~Gm1Gn!#t12 i ~en2 iGn!t2%

em2en1 i ~Gn2Gm!

1
1

en2em1 i ~Gm1Gn!
exp$2 i @em2en2 i ~Gm1Gn!#t12 i ~en2 iGn!t2%

1
1
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